MAITLAND

Choose your colour:

brown

naturel

21,4x50x40

Choose your top*:

plumb

brown

21,4x50x40

60x140x45

naturel

plumb

*wood leg need to be same colour as top

concrete

21,4x49x40

metal

21,4x50x40

85x240x45

80x220x45

200x110x45

wood

21,4x49x40

60x200x45

60x170x45

80x190x45

167x140x45

Choose your table leg*:

*wood top need to be same colour as frame

*
190x75x32,5

200x110x45

40x70x90

*
40x50x50

140x125x45

TABLES:

77x130x130

77x150x150

77x110x130

77x130x150

77x105x180 77x105x210 77x105x240

77x130x130

77x150x150

77x110x130

77x130x150

77x103x180 77x103x210 77x103x240

120x170x45

*bookcase and cornertable only
possible with wooden top

Important information for Maitland Collection:
This piece of furniture was manufactured according to traditional methods out of solid oak wood. European oak wood is a particularly durable kind of foliage wood, which has had
an age-long appeal in our interiors. In Particular, the thin grain, the lame design and the varied colour shades provide the furniture with a sound and warm appearance. A very rustic
recycled wood appearance has been created due to the wood selection. The piece of furniture has been hand-made specifically to give it an authentic aged/used look. Sides
and corners have been rounded and the surface is slightly bowed and irregular so a handcrafted effect is created. This treatment accentuates the unique character of the furniture.
Characteristics:
The wood, used for your furniture, is a unique product of nature that in the country of origin, after careful selection, is processed in a traditional way. Its characteristics are unique in
every way: not one piece of wood is equal in shape, structure or colour. That is why variations in colour shade are inevitable within each piece of furniture. Wind cracks, hairline
cracks, roughness and the presence of big and small knots are the result of years of growth and originality. In time the furniture will obtain a lighter and more warm colour through
use and exposure to light. Colour differences in comparison to showroom models are therefore to be expected. Your piece of furniture is finished with a top layer of
furniture varnish. The furniture varnish offers a unique aspect to and a good protection of the piece of furniture. Partly because of the deep relief the varnish has a limited protective
effect, so you should swipe off any spilled liquid as soon as possible with a dry cloth or dry tissue until the surface is dry.
Maintenance:
For normal maintenance of your piece of furniture always use a soft cloth. When necessary you can use a damp cloth to clean the furniture. Afterwards always dry the furniture with another
cloth. To keep the finishing of your Cabinet furniture optimal, it needs to be maintained once or twice a year with Mat Polish. To keep the finishing of your dining furniture optimal, it needs to
be maintained once or twice a year with oil. Always consult your store before treatment and follow the maintenance product instructions advised by your store.
For further maintenance advice please refer to the enclosed furniture passport in the red plastic cover that's attached to each product

Maitland: Oak, lacquer, possible in the colours natural, plumb, brown

